Abstracl4btaining and segmenting motion information in real time requires both an appropriate algorithm and a hardware implementation of that algorithm so that the massive video data stream is processed in a timely manner. This paper details an algorithm suitable for hardware implementation that provides motion information for autonomous vehicle navigation. This algorithm utilizes range information to disambiguate visual data. Simulation results illustrate the correct operation of our algorithm.
The idea of segmenting the environment in terms of moving regions is core to our work. We treat motion as a primitive visual sensory modality like brightness or colour. That is, we attempt to pull apart the image in terms of the independent motion of object fragments (i.e. "moving blobs"). No attempt is made to reconstruct the environment in terms of the objects that are moving. This approach is reasonable within the context of our work because it is not relevant if we collide with a particular object (such as a car). What is important is that there are no collisions with any "moving blobs". This approach also seems to be consistent with the early stages of motion processing in biological visuahystems [ 1 I] We focus on the gradient-based techniques since they best correspond to the concept of motion as a primitive quantity and allow simple fusion of range and visual data. By applying a series of assumptions we transform the original twodimensional OFCE problem to a single dimensional problem leading to a significant :eduction . in computational complexity. We then develop our algorithm and present simulation results for our algorithm before discussing our proposed hardware implementation.
MOTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
In this section we present the rational behind OUT algorithm.
Beginning with the OFCE and the equations of motion a motion estimate for each pixel is calculated. Using a set of assumptions this 2D motion estimate is reduced to a single dimension then the resulting dat2 is used to detect motion discontinuities hence segmenting the environment in terms of moving blobs.
. .
A. Optical Flow
We begin with the optical flow constraint equation (OFCE -Eq l), which relates image intensity derivatives to apparent image motion 151. In this equation, U and Y' are the horizontal and vertical components of the apparent motion, and I,, I,, 1, are the horizontal, vertical and temporal derivatives of image intensity. This equation is based on the assumption that, in the 2D projection of a scene, the brightness of a point on an object does not change with time. Thus all changes in the "brightness pattern" or image are due to motion. By applying 'In this presentation, bold italic variables are those unknown parameters for which we are seeking a solution. Measured values appear in a plain typeface. this equation to each pixel in the image we obtain a vector ' field that is an estimate of apparent motion throughout the image. This vector field is commonly known as optical flow.
Because the OFCE is a single equation in two unknowns, it cannot be solved directly and one is forced to make some assumptions regarding the nature of the solution. Typically,, objects are assumed to move rigidly, hence neighboring image points move with approximately the same velocity.
B. Motion Estimation
Taking the equations of motion (under perspective projection) from [I21 as our starting point and assuming ground plane motion, we can write the relationship between object velocity and apparent motion on image plane Substituting Eq 2 into Eq 1 gives OUT fusion between visual and range data [ 131.
We simplify this further by assuming that Tr is zero and all motion is modeled as horizontal motion Tx [13].
We have replaced TX with UX since our inteipretation of this parameter is now different. Whereas Tx is the physical velocity (in meterstsec) of a point on an object, U, is the apparent horizontal motion U reweighted to allow for distance, frame rate and pixel size. The ratio UZ(x,y) corrects for depth ambiguity where a distant object appears to move more slowly than a nearby object moving with the same velocity.
We call U, the apparent velocity because it corresponds lo the speed at which a point on an object appears to be moving left or right. In the special case where the camera is stationary and an object moves strictly along the X-axis, the apparent velocity will in fact be a correct estimate of Tx othenvise it relates to the "rate of expansion" of the object. Since apparent velocity does not give a reliable measure of physical velocity, we only use it to segment the visual scene. Range information could then be used to assign a velocity to each segment.
To reduce quantity of data Eq 4 is solved at each pixel and the median motion estimate for each column is determined. Since OUT hardware provides a one dimensional laser scan we ~ 1488 assume that depth is constant over the column. This is reasonable if the depth variation of object surfaces is small and images are relatively narrow (we use 512*32 pixel images) such that only a single object is visible in any given column. The result is a robust estimate of motion for each column under the assumption that Ux is approximately constant over each column.
C. Smoothing andSegmentarion
Our next step is to segment the vector Ux2. We do this using a weak string constraint [14] . In this approach we imagine our final result as if string. The string should have a shape roughly similar to Ux however since all pieces of the string are connected, neighboring velocity estimates will have similar values. Because tht: string is weak, it may also break if it is stretched to far and these breaks form our segmentation. The concept of a weak string is captured in the following energy function that must he minimised in.order to find a solution for the string.
The first term of the summation constrains the smoothed value ' x to he relatively 'close to our estimate Ux and the ii second term constrains neighboring values of lo be similar effectively smoothing our data. The degree of smoothing is controlled by the h2 parameter. In this work we use the first order neighbors U,,,I., artd U,,,I+~ as our clique. An appropriate choice for the estimator function p(x) allows the string to break. Traditionally, p(x) = x2 which leads to a least squares problem that is straight forward to solve however this does not allow the string tc, break. Instead we use a robust estimator functions such .as the truncated quadratic [ 141 or Lorentzian [IS] to allow segmentation. A side effect of using a robust estimator is that the resulting minimisation problem is non convex. To overcome this we use an approach known as graduated non-convexity (GNC) [14] . GNC is a continuation method where a set,of approximations to the target estimator function is constructed under the control of a continuation parameter. Initially the continuation parameter is set to give a convex approximation and the resulting function is minimised. The continuation parameter is then updated and the new minimisation problem is solved using the previous result as a starting point.
We continue . updating the continuation parameter until the target estimator function is reached. GNC is ideal for hardware implementation since it is deterministic unlike other stochastic minimisation procedures.
Because Ux has now been computed, it is no longer an unknown and we do not use bold italics. 
ALGORITHM SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation System
In order to verify and tune our algorithm we have developed a simulation system. This system is based on MATLAB and the freeware ray tracer Polyray. It generates both visual and range data for use with our algorithm, as well as correct apparent motion and physical velocity for testing purposes. The system allows the user to specify a simple virtual environment including the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, camera motion, range finder parameters, lighting and the texture and motion of objects. Using this system we have created a database of scenarios that are similar to our laboratory environment. Figures 1 and 2 show typical data generated by the simulation system. The upper section shows the visual scene (stretched vertically) and the lower section shows the range data interpolated to match the cameras angular resolution.
B. Simulation Resu/ts
In this section we test an implementation of our algorithm where only 10 iterations of the minimization algorithm are used when segmenting the data and parameters remain unchanged between experiments. A single pair of frames is processed for each test. We first test our algorithm using the scenario depicted in figure 3. Here the camera is stationary while two objects move through the environment.
The result is shown in figure 4 . The upper plot shows the Our algorithm provides a good estimate of the absolute velocity of the object on the right, which is moving to the right at O.lm/s. Segmentation of this object has also been successful as indicated by the arrows. The left hand object has proven more difficult to segment -only the edge with the highest apparent motion has been detected. This failure has three causes. First and most critically,,the apparent motion of this object is low, making it difficult to detect. This is exacerbated by the objects' lack of contrast, which leads to poor image derivatives and reduces the reliability of the resulting motion estimate. Finally, the first order weak string approach is only able to segment "step" discontinuities, hence the gentle change in velocity shown on the right hand side of object 2 cannot be detected. Figure 5 illustrates our second scenario which is identical to the first except that the camera is now moving forward at O.O5m/s. Since the camera is now in motion, it is no longer valid to equate the estimated apparent velocity to an objects physical velocity. Instead we focus on the estimated location of object boundaries. Once again we have been quite successful in locating the boundaries of object 1 though only one edge had been detected for object 2. Once again, noise in the derivatives has lead to a shallow slope in the velocity estimate making the edge difficult to detect. Notice the spurious discontinuities on the right of object 1. These are related to the peak above O.lm/s in the apparent velocity. This peak corresponds to a peak in the underlying motion estimate that has not been adequately removed by a break in the data term. The result is an increase in the slope of the apparent motion curve in this region, which increases the likelihood of an edge being detected. This likelihood is increased further by a property of the weak string where 14 double edges are formed if the slope is in a particular range Notice that for both expe.riments the localization accuracy is somewhat limited, especially for object 2. This is caused by the low apparent motion of this object combined with the high degree of smoothing requ:ired. Tuning of parameters may improve localization howaver it is likely to increase the n,umber of spurious discontinuities. Figure 7 illustrates the architecture of our implementation. To allow for testing, a link to a PC allows for visualization of results though this link ciio easily be replaced by another device if further processing is required. This design consists of three key sections; the memory subsystem, a collection of processes (i.e. reading from camera, processing data, output to PC etc) and buffers designed to mediate communication between processes and memory.
IV. IMPLEMEiNTATION DETAILS
A. RAMInterface and Memory Management
Because this system consists of a number of processes, each of which could require simultaneous access to RAM, bus arbitration is a necessity.
Further 4 camera where we must maintain a constant pixel rate to avoid distortion. The RAMIC polls each buffer in a round robin fashion allowing each buffer appropriate access to RAM and placing an absolute upper bound on RAM access times. To maintain a constant pixel rate, buffers do not pause when an overflowiunderrun occurs. In this situation it is important to know the upperbound on memory access time so that the design can be made overflowiunderun free. Aside from providing a low level interface to SDRAM, address decoding and bus arbitration, the RAMIC also provides a number of composite operations that allow more efficient RAM use. For example, we exploit the fact that data from the Fuga camera is 8 bits wide, while each SDRAM .location is 32 bits wide to optimize memory access. A section of RAM is allocated as a "frame-buffer'' with a one to one mapping from camera to RAM addresses, however we stack pixels so that each RAM location stores four frames of data. To implement this, existing pixel data is read from RAM, shifted 8 bits to the left and the new pixel is inserted in the least significant eight hits.
From the point of view of the buffer, this is a single "write pixel" operation, which is more efficient than using the polling process to perform the implied read and' write separately. However the real efficiency is realized when data is read for processing. Our algorithm requires 3 frames of data at each location to compute temporal image derivatives. With our pixel stacking scheme, this data can be obtained with a single RAM read operation. The final function of the RAMIC is to generate zero-order calibration data for the FUGA camera. When the system is first started, the RAMIC generates a single image by taking the pixel-wise average of 16 frames of data. During this time a plain, translucent sheet of paper covers the lens so that the image seen by the camera Contains only noise. Next, the distribution of pixel intensities is shifted so that is has zero mean. The resulting image represents the noise at each pixel called the calibration value. The corresponding calibration value is subtracted from each pixel to eliminate the fixed noise pattem.
B. Buflers
The Virtex FPGA has dedicated RAM (known as Block SelectRAM) available on. board. SelectRAM provides 4096 bits of storage, is dual ported, and the data width of each port can be chosen independently. A total of 28 blocks of SelectRAM are available on OUT XVCXOO Virtex device.
Because we use SelectRAM for decoupling buffers we are able to implement buffers that can simultaneously be accessed by a process and by the RAMIC.
The specific design of buffers varies depending on their task though they all have the general structure shown in figure  8 . The RAMSide controller mediates operations between SelectRAM and the RAMIC. Data and address lines between Buffers and the RAMIC are under tristate control. The handshake between a buffer and the RAMIC begins whenthe RAMIC sets a buffers polls line high. If that buffer has an operation pending, the RAMSide controller will assert the READY line and take control of the busses. The RAMIC now begins the requested operation and will assert the RAMIC-READY line when the operation is complete. ,Note that only a single operation is performed during a single poll, though this can be a compound operation' (such a stacking a pixel into RAM).
The PROCSide controller provides access to the buffer to a single process. Because the time to access the buffer is known these controllers do not use a two phase handshake like the RAMSide controller. Instead, the processes simply STROBES the controller when an operation is required and the operation is completed one clock cycle later.
The internal controller is a logical device whose implementation is spread across both the RAMSide and PROCSide buffers. The primary purpose of this device is to maintain buffer pointers and generate RAM addresses. In some buffers, this controller .also performs some simple processing on the data stream.
C. Camera Datapath
In the camera data-path the Camera Interface generates the control signals necessary to read a 512*32 pixel image from the camera. E-X and E-Y are the X and Y address strobes respectively, ADDR contains the address and ADCK (active low) Is the analogue to digital conversion strobe and is controlled by a lMHz pixel clock. Frame timing is controlled by the lOHz FRAME-CLK signal from the Range Scanner Interface. The camera interface also applies zero-order calibration to the raw camera data. The preprocessing block places image data into a queue (as per [16]) where a low pass filter is applied and the result is passed to the camera buffer. Data is written into RAM sequentially from address 0 up to address (512*32)-1 in row major order.
D. Range Scanner
The range scanner block implements the interface to a range scanning device and provides support operations such as mapping the range data onto the camera coordinate system, and provision a frame clock and of scale data. Our target range scanner operates at lOHz and this rate will be used as the frame clock. This is slightly slower than our real-time rate of 12Hz however IOHz is acceptable since, in practice, we will rarely experience the worst case conditions assumed in our temporal aliasing calculations. Scale data relates to the image width at the current scale and other related parameters.
E. Processing
Our system is designed so that the reading of new image and range data occurs concurrently with the output of data to PC. When the buffering of this data is complete, processing begins. The ProcessingIN buffer computes image derivatives and these are used by the processing block to generating a robust estimate of motion for each image column. This onedimensional motion estimate is then smoothed and segmented using a weak string model to produce the final motion estimate and segmentation.
F. Output Process
Because both the output of existing data to the PC and input of new from the camera and range tinder occur concurrently, care must be taken to ensure data is not clobbered. We achieve this by ensuring that output to the PC always leads input of new data so that data is only updated once it has been output. To prevent possible buffer undenuns, the PC Buffer reads ahead before triggering the PC to start accepting data (via the START-PC line). The PC (or other downstream device such as a DSP) is able to read a new value from the buffer by toggling the PC-STROBE line.
G. Timing and Resource Use
Our current implementation is complete except for the processing block and range scanner interface. This implementation has utilized approximately 15% of available logic resources, 35 digital Io's and 8 blocks of SelectRAM. Our implementation allows IO operations for the camera, PC and the laser range finder to be interleaved, however data processing must occur independently. Since I10 operations require 22.5111s per frame, we have 77.5ms available for processing giving a clock cycle budget of 19 clocks per pixel per iteration under the assumption of 512*32 pixel images and 10 iterations per frame. This is more than sufficient for our algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a revised approach to Horn and Schunks' optical flow algorithm where range information is used to disambiguate visual data and motion estimation is separated from motion segmentation to improve algorithmic efficiency. Simulation results indicate that our algorithm operates quite well, though some fine-tuning of
